
 
 

 
   

 
Change: an opportunity for the company 

  
 
 
The company can only exceed its strategic goals by casting itself beyond 
traditional systems of organisation and management. The company becomes 
agile by being able to master the changes. IPMC is the architect of change that 
partners the company and plans the strategy to make a success of this change.  
 
IPMC’s version of change engineering meets a dual challenge: 

 
1- supporting planned strategic change (breakthrough systems and progress 
methods);  
2- ingraining change culture by promoting a structured approach, working 
methods and strong points.  

 
Making participants like change means enabling them to each share the company’s vision 
and be part of implementing it. It means mobilising each person every day through 
unifying principles that carry meaning and success. 
 
To make people like change, IPMC consultants act on three main levers: 

- setting the company in motion, 
- challenging the management, 
- transferring know-how.  
 

Their convictions are borne by a strategic and customised approach and proven tools, 
privileging enthusiasm, confidence and reciprocal engagement. 
 
 
To begin and manage change in a way that works, IMPC consultants follow a proven 8-
step methodology* 
 
 

 

Generating a sense of Generating a sense of 
urgency and importanceurgency and importance ,  in , in 
order toorder to  overcome obstacles. overcome obstacles.   

Building a strongBuilding a strong ,  t ight , t ight 
coalit ion bringing together:coalit ion bringing together:   
--expertiseexpertise   
-- leadershipleadership   
-- credibi l i ty credibi l i ty   
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Based on the works of John P. Kotter of the Harvard Business School. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Developing a credible and Developing a credible and 
motivating visionmotivating vision   in order to:in order to:   
--  mobil ise the energies mobil ise the energies   
--  channell ing efforts channell ing efforts   

Communicating the visionCommunicating the vision   
A considerable A considerable effort to make to effort to make to 
share the vision with the whole share the vision with the whole 
organisationorganisation   
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Removing the obstacles to Removing the obstacles to 
changechange  
Managers delegate and Managers delegate and 
bring their support in the bring their support in the 
face of:face of:   
--   the structure  the structure   
--   the rigidity of the    the rigidity of the  
management systemmanagement system  
--   the hosti l i ty of some   the hosti l i ty of some 
managersmanagers   

AAccelerating changeccelerating change  
--  launch addit ional actions launch addit ional actions   
--   keep up the dynamickeep up the dynamic   

Show shortShow short -- term resultsterm results ,  in , in 
order to:order to:   
--avoid loss of credibi l i tyavoid loss of credibi l i ty   
-- keep the key participantskeep the key participants   

Ingrain the new practices in the Ingrain the new practices in the 
cultureculture   
--adjust the new behavioursadjust the new behaviours   
-- f inefine -- tune the new working tune the new working 
methmethods and tools ods and tools   
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